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Simultaneousobservationsofmesosphericgravitywaveshavebeencarriedoutusingmeteorwindmea
surementswiththeMUradaratShigaraki(34‑9oN,136.1oE)anddensityperturbationsoftheSodium
正daxatHachioji,Tokyo(35.6‑N,̲139･4oE).Usinghodographanalysis,rthedominantgravitywave

foundtoexhibitaverticalwavelengthof16km,anintrinsicperiodof9.1hrandahorizontalwavelen
ofabout1900km.Employingthedispersionandpolarizationrelationsforlineargravitywaves,the
wave‑inducedneutraldensityperturbationsfromtheMUradarobservationswereestimated.Acom‑
parisonwiththecorrespond!‡igdensityperturbationsderivedfromthesodiumdensitymeがureme
showedgoodagreement.Theamplitudea且dphaseoftheneutraldensityperturbationsobservedatbo
locations,whichareseparatedby310km,weresimilar.Timevariationsofthehourlyvaria且ceofth
densityperturbationsalsoagreedquitewellbetweenthetwoindependentdeterminations,whichag
supportsthattheradarandthelidardetectedthesamegravitywave.
1Introduction

‡nrecentyearsasignificantefforthasbeenmadeinquantifyingthegeneraユcharacteristicsofm
atmospheregravitywaves.Theoreticalstudiesaswellasavarietyofexperimentaltechniques,inc
in‑situandremotesensingmethods,haveachievedagreatdealofsuccessinhelpingtoclarifythe
morphologyanddynamicsofgravitywaves.Radarstudies,especially,contnbutedmuchinexplainin
thei血portantroleplayedbygravitywavesinthelarge‑scalecirculationandinthestructureofth
atmosp壬Iere[e･g.,Tsudaetal一1990].Lidarshaverecentlyprovedtobeaverypowerfultechnique
measurethesmallscalefluctlユationsinthemiddleatmosphere【e.g.,GardnerandVoelz,1987].
Theradarandlidargravitywavestudieshaveconcentratedmainlyonindividualstations.Since
gravitywavesoflargehorizontalstructuredoexist,simultaneousobservationsatdifferentloca
very‑portantinordertounderstandtheirhorizontalpropagationcharacteristics.Inthisrespec
laborationsbetweentheRadioAtmosphericScie去ceCenter(RASC)andTokyoMetropolitanUniversi

(TMU)werearrangedandsimultaneousmesospheri占observationsmadeusingtheMUradarAtSM‑
garaki(34.9oN,136.1‑E)andthesodiumdensityobservationsusingtheSodiumlidaratHachioji,To
(35.6oN,139.4oE).Thesetwolocations,illustratedinFigure1,areseparatedbyahorizontaldist
310km,whichisnormallyshorterthanonehoriEontalwavelengthofalargescalegravitywave.Inthi
paperacomparisonhasbeenmadeofgravi呼waveeventsatthetwolocationsbytakingadvantageof
thedatacollectedsimultaneouslywiththeMUradarandtheSodiumlidar.,
2五xperimもdtalSetup

(a)MURadarObservations
Inordertoobserve血esosphericheightssimultaneouslywiththelidar,theMUradarwasoperatedat
nightintilemeteorechomode,sincetheturbulenceechoesarenormallydetectedonlyduringdaylig
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Fig. 1. Locations of the MU radar and Sodium滋dar. The baseline and the horizontal make an angle of
14.50 The big arrow schematically indicates the horizontal propagation directioやof the gravity wave ′

detected on Dec. 15‑16, 1993.

hours. The horizontal wind components are determinedやom the Doppler velocity shift of the meteor
e血O, with time and height resolution of 1 hour and 1 km, respectively. The MU radar observations were
carried out for 65 hoursを0m 1700 LT on Dec. 13 to 1000 LT on Dec. 16, 1993. The data dsed for
gravity wave analysis, are only from 7 hours of observations on the night of December 15‑16, 1993, when
simultaneous measurements between the MU radar and the sodium lidar were successfully conducted.
(b) Sodium Lidar Measurenents
The sodium iidax was r∝ently installed and operated at the Tokyo Metropolitan University. The
details of the system specifications and the method of data analysis are reported in Nagasawa and
Abc 【1994】. The Na deRslty measurements can be used effectively to deduce the atmospheric density

perturbations. When the wind perturbations are caused by gravity waves, the relative Na density
fluctuations are related to the relative atmospheric density perturbations.

3

Hodograph Analysis of Gravity Waves

We concentrate here on the effects of gravity waves on the structure of a sodium layer. In order to早さarch
for large scale gravity waves we have examined 4 nights of the MU radar observations. Unfortunately wら
only found one night (15‑16 December, 1993) data which was dominated by a single wave. Consやquently
those data have been chosen for our detailed analysis. Similarly for the lidar data we have selected the
period from 2200‑0500 LT when the superposition of waves was not signi点cant.

Figure 2 shows a typical hodograph and height pro蝕of the gravity wave of interest for 0200 LT on
December 16, 1993‑ As is evideat in Figure 2, the wind vector rotates in the clockwise direction with
an increase in altitude, indicating a positive vertical group velocity. The ability to￡t the winds to an
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euiⅠ格e indicates that a monochromatic gravity wave is dominant and such a wave is observed in all the

hodogr呼h'js.except at 0500 LT. The horizontal propagation direction, found to be in the north‑south
direction, is consistent in a皿the other hodographs. The exact propagation direction is, however, unable

to be deter血ed by using a hodograph, but it can be inferred from the phase relations between the
horizontal wind components皿d the temperature perturbations. It is found that the wave propagated
かom north to south. The五gure is indicated with the aヱimuth of propagation. The a汀ow in the五gure
represents the direction of propagation of tile wave.
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Fig. 2. The hodograph and height profile obtained at 0200 LT on December 16, 1993. Only wave
components成仏periods of 5‑20もr and vertical wavelength longer than 7 km are retained. The
numbers and the dashed ellipse in the left panel indicate the height in km and the leぉt squares ￡t to
the hodograph, respectively. The azimuthal弧gle is also given in the left panel. The arrow indicates

the horizontal propagation direction of the gravi吋wave. In the right panel the血ctuations of eastward
(so正d line) and northward (dashed) winds, and temperature (dashed line with solid circle) are一given. ,
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Comparison Between the MU Radar and the Lidar

Our major interest here is to compare the wave induced neutral density perturbation苧calculated from
the radar data to the atmospheric density perturbation岳obtained with the sodium lidar observations.
The deriveはion of the density perturbation is based upon the gravity wave dispersion and polarization
relations.

Figure 3 is a composite picture of the density pe血rbations estimated from the MU radar and the
observed values from the lidar. The continuous curve indicates the MU radar observations and tile
dashed curve represents the lidar measurements.

■l

Comparison of the pro五Ies reveals qualitative agreement between the two observations with all but
the 0500 LT profile showing good resemblance. Tもie phase descent of both pro丘Ies al幻is quite similar.
It

should

be

remembered

that

there

is

a

difference

in

the

height

resolution

of

the

twoノdatabases

and

also

that a time‑series filtering for the lidar data has not been performed due to the limited number of hours
of nighttime obser化tions. Bearing this in mind, a smoothed pattern of the lidar pro丘Ies will由ve even
●

better agreements with the MU radar pro五Ies. It is also importa叫to note that the density perturbations
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observed at both locations are Yery similar with a maximum value of ‑7%.
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Fig. 3. Time‑height variations of the atmospheric density perturbations obt血ed from the MU radar
and sodium王idar, for December l与‑16, 1993. Th岳solid and dashed curves represent the MXJ radar and
五dax observations, respectively.

We have analyzed the variance of the neutral density fluctuations caused by gravity waves. It is
observed that a good agreement between the two observations, the time variations show a nearly identical
response at both locations and so reaBrms the hypothesis that the same gravity wave is being observed
over Shigarakt and Hachioji.

5

Concluding Remarks

The present study focussed on the comparison of observations of mesospheric gravity waves by means of

the MU radar and the Sodium lidar. We used 7 hours of data collected simultaneously on､the night of
December

15‑16,〜

1993.

The

study

aimed

at

analyzing

a

dominant

monochromatic

gravity

wave

event

at

both the radar and lidar sites which are separated by a horizontal distance of 310 km.
The dominant gravity wave and its characteristics were delineated by using a hodograph analysis,
whiゐ revealed that the wave propagated with an average vertical wavelength. of 16 km, an intrinsic
period of 9.1 hr and a horizontal wavelength of 1900 km. We furthermore detected that the gravity wave
showed upward energy propagation, and that it propagated southward.

The comparison of the density perturbations obtained by the MU radar and the sodium lida∫ observa‑
tions indicated very sim㍊ax respons甲at both locations. The densi吋perturbations革howed a maxim血
of 7% at the two sites and the observed similarities were an indication that the same gravity wave was
being detected. The variance analysis conducted for the density perturbations also showed very good
agreement in temporal variations, which is additional support for the view, that the radar and lidar
observed the same gravity wave.
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